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browser before proceeding. Thread starter Donuyen18 Start date Oct 28, Tags diy front install
lip spoiler type r. Donuyen18 Senior Member. Here is my guide for installing the civic type r
front lip on a non type r civic. Last edited: Nov 4, Always nice to see people be the first to
attempt stuff like this. It looks good but my OCD would actually kill me because the fitment isnt
perfect and the gaps are large on the sides. Also I don't think I could cut through the lip like that
either. Good stuff man. Thank you for taking the time to document and walk us through the
process. Last edited: Nov 1, Any information or website where you bought the parts Si Stuart
Senior Member. Vehicle Showcase 1. I was able to eliminate the side gap by mounting the side
fins to the wheel well first this requires a second person to be around to mock up the lip flush to
the bumper, so that you can align the top mounting hole to the wheel well. This will squeeze the
lip out at the middle but once the screws are tapped in its not noticeable. Hellraisingvtec
CarStudio Very nicely done I too like the type r splitter alot Can we actually buy the type R
bumper and fit into hatchback model then install this lips? Donuyen18 said:. The type r bumper
is wider then the stock civics to accommodate for the wide fenders. There is an aftermarket
company that sells a car replica bumper for the base civics. I think its ikon motorsports. Kane
Senior Member. I dont have experience with the sport lips but I would imagine you would want
to remove it before adding the Type R lip. Otherwise, you would have a double lip going on in
the fron. You must log in or register to reply here. Member Posted Images. It features a
lightened and stiffened body, specially tuned engine, and upgraded brakes and chassis, and is
offered only in five- or six-speed manual transmission. Red is used in the Honda badge
background to give it a special sporting distinction and to separate it from other models. For the
first time, a strategically seam welded monocoque chassis was used to improve chassis
rigidity. The EK9 was only available for sale in Japan. The Type Rx model introduced in was
given a CD player, body-coloured retractable electric door mirrors, power windows, auto air
conditioning, keyless entry unlock system , aluminium sports pedals, and a carbon type centre
panel. The Type Rx was the final model of the EK9 generation. In , Honda introduced the next
generation of the Civic Type R as a unique 3-door hatchback to the UK market, which was
manufactured in Swindon, England. In , the EP3 was updated with many improvements â€”
revised EPS with quicker steering, revised suspension settings, projector headlamps JDM came
equipped with halogens only while the EDM came with an option for HIDs with self-leveling
motors , lighter clutch and flywheel assembly, etc. Based on Honda literature, this facelifted FL
model was targeted at addressing customers' and critics' feedback such as understeer on the
limit due to the front MacPherson strut setup , numb steering response and lack of low-end
torque. Mugen Motorsports developed an upgraded version of the JDM Civic Type R, with a
sport exhaust system and engine tuning, special Mugen Grille, and anti-roll bars for pro racing
activities. This special edition features red bucket seats from Recaro , air conditioning, privacy
glass on the rear windows, a leather MOMO steering wheel, red interior carpet and door cards.
Only of these models were produced, in each colour. In towards the end of the EP3's production
run, Honda introduced the Civic Type R Premier edition which had Recaro Trendline seats
similar to those found in the Anniversary Edition, only in red and black rather than all red , a
darker shade of fabric on the rear seat centre sections, a MOMO Steering Wheel, Red Carpet,
Door Linings, "Type R" embossed into the front brake calipers and black privacy glass on the
rear windows. Air conditioning was an option. The third generation of the Civic Type R was
offered in two distinct models: one developed one for the Japanese domestic market and the
other for UK and international markets each matching the availability of their regular 8th
generation counterparts. Power is sent to the front wheels through a close-ratio six-speed
manual gearbox, and a helical limited slip differential is fitted as standard. Exterior wise, the
front bumper is wider and different from the standard Civic designed aerodynamically. The rear
bumper features a diffuser built into the bumper and a large rear wing completes the aero
package. Inside, the trademark black and red bucket seats are no longer made by Recaro as
with previous versions but designed in-house by Honda. Also gone is the Momo made steering
wheel, instead replaced by a Honda made version. The familiar red-on-black colour scheme or
black-on-black scheme is offered on Championship White and Super Platinum Metallic Silver
while a black-on-black scheme with red stitching is for the Vivid Blue Pearl only. The Vivid Blue
Pearl colour was dropped. However, the FN2 managed a Approximately 13, units of FD2 Civic
Type R were produced until it ceased production in August due to failure to meet the upcoming
emission requirements. However, the engine was the same K20ZA straight-4 as used in the

European version. Other exclusive items include Recaro SP-X racing bucket seats and other
Mugen items on the interior while special 18 inch Mugen 7-spoke wheels come equipped as
standard. It went on sale in Japan on 13 September Weight is further reduced using an
aluminium hood 4. The interior was also updated with more carbon fiber parts. It came in the
following models with the following prices:. The European and international market Civic Type
R is offered only as a three-door hatchback and uses a different chassis and internal layout
notably tank placement below the driver's seat , which will serve as the base for the next
European version of the Jazz. The rear suspension, formerly a double wishbone setup, was
changed to a less complex torsion beam axle. Type R GT The Type R GT trim includes
dual-zone climate control Left:right independent , rain-sensing windscreen wipers, refrigerated
glove box, automatic headlights with dusk sensor, front fog lights, power-folding wing mirrors,
cruise control, front and rear curtain airbags. It is finished in the same four colours as the
standard FN2, and a new colour called Deep Sapphire Blue Pearl added to the colours offered.
The Heritage's infotainment system version adds Bluetooth telephone system and voice
recognition DVD satellite navigation. It is finished in the same four colours as the Euro standard
FN2. Production for the European market ended in October due to the engine not meeting Euro
V emissions regulations which came into effect in Top Gear Magazine awarded the European
Civic Type R its 'Hot Hatch of ', [27] praising the car's controls and comparing it favourably as a
driver's car to its rivals, the Stig qualifying it as 'an utter gem'. Jeremy Clarkson said it "just
doesn't feel that quick" and that "all the poise and controllability that you used to get in the old
car is just sort of The second batch of 1, was imported in fall due to the initial sales success,
with the colour Crystal Black Pearl added. It is the first factory turbocharged Civic Type R. The
engine is mated to a 6-speed manual transmission with a factory equipped plate-style
limited-slip differential. The Civic Type R is equipped with dual front airbags, front side airbags
and front and rear side curtain airbags. The anti-lock braking system, electronic brake-force
distribution, hill start assist, and vehicle stability assist are standard. The package includes an
adjustable front lip spoiler, front canards, side skirts and a rear diffuser. The rear wing has been
replaced with a GT style fixed rear wing. These elements are made from carbon fibre, a carbon
fibre hood was also included as an option. There were no changes made to the drivetrain
although a new exhaust system having a single exhaust pipe instead of the quad was fitted.
Based on the GT Trim Type R, notable features include black exterior paint with red accents,
black interior with red stitching and red brake calipers. Production was limited to units in UK.
Although they both were priced differently, differences are limited to additional equipment and
amenities. Key specifications related to power figures remain the same for both variants.
However, only units were exported. The new car builds on Honda's heritage in developing
high-performance hatchbacks. The engine is mated to a close-ratio 6-speed manual
transmission continuing the tradition of its predecessors with limited-slip differential as
standard. The aerodynamic elements increase downforce even further as compared to the
outgoing model. The reviewers also complained about the FK2's interior being dated but stated
that this was due to the model's late arrival at the end of the base model's production run. The
interior of the Type R is based on the base model Civic and has a low driving position with the
gear shift lever positioned high in order to allow for easy gear changes. The interior has red and
black colour as standard with sports seats along with carbon fibre trim. The driver's seat and
the steering wheel are adjustable. A reversing camera is standard for easier rear visibility while
reversing while parking sensors are standard in the GT Trim. The interior although lauded for its
comfortability and user-friendliness is criticised for its infotainment system which has been
described as slow and difficult to operate. The fit and finish are considered to be comparable
with its competitors. Safety features include automatic emergency braking, traffic sign
recognition, lane departure warning and automatic high beam assistance which are carried over
from the base Civic. The GT trim adds blindspot monitoring and cross-traffic alert, parking
sensors at the front and rear, dual-zone climate control, power-folding door mirrors and
infotainment upgrades that include wireless phone charging and in-built sat-navigation along
with a more powerful speaker stereo. On 3 April , the pre-production Type R achieved a lap time
of S market. Due to emissions reasons it's only offered with PS and the PS model is not offered
as it would violate the road vehicle emissions law and therefore be only legal for racing and not
road legal. In the UK, the Civic Type R was available for consumer test drives in August , with
official delivery and sale dates coinciding with national vehicle registration plate changes on 1
September. Citing lower access to high octane fuels the engine was only offered in the bhp
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